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Abstract. In this work, we initiate the study of realizing a ranking
functionality (m1, · · · , mn) 7→ (r1, · · · , rn) in the non-adaptive malicious
model, where ri = 1 + ]{mj : mj < mi}. Generically, it has been solved
by a general multi-party computation technique (via a circuit formula-
tion). However, such a solution is inefficient in either round complexity
or communication complexity. In this work, we propose an efficient con-
struction without a circuit. Our protocol is constant round and efficient
in communication complexity as well. Furthermore, we show it is directly
secure in the non-adaptive malicious model (i.e., without a compiler, as
is used in many general constructions).

1 Introduction

A general multi-party computation paradigm was initially studied by Yao
[15]. In this paradigm, any cryptographic functionality can be solved as
a special case. Such a functionality can be first formulated into some cir-
cuit. Then, a semi-honestly secure protocol for this circuit is constructed.
In the semi-honest model, all the parties (including corrupted parties)
strictly follow the protocol specification. This, of course, does not suffice
for real applications. To obtain a realistically secure protocol, a com-
piler is proposed which, given a semi-honestly secure protocol, outputs
a maliciously secure protocol. This approach is generally very power-
ful, as one need not take care of the problem’s specific features (except
the circuit itself). However, since a generic solution does not exploit the
problem’s special properties, it is not efficient in general. Therefore, it is
very interesting and valuable to solve the specific problem without the
generic approach. With this motivation in mind, we study a multi-party
millionaire problem below. There are n parties, P1, · · · , Pn. Each Pi has
mi dollars for 1 ≤ mi ≤ N . The problem is how to admit Pi to get
the rank of mi but nothing beyond this. Formally, we are interested in



realizing the ranking functionality (m1, · · · ,mn) 7→ (r1, · · · , rn), where
ri = 1 + ]{mj : mj < mi}, i = 1, · · · , n.

1.1 Related Work

Since Yao [15], many authors [6, 9, 8, 5, 12] worked in the circuit paradigm.
However, prior to the work by Cramer et al. [3] and by Jakobsson et al.
[13], none of them have achieved both the non-adaptive malicious security
and the communication complexity O(kn|C|), where communication com-
plexity is the total number of bits sent by all parties, |C| is the circuit size,
n is the number of parties, and k is the security parameter. Applying to a
ranking functionality, one can achieve communication complexity Õ(kn3).
However, [3] has a round complexity O(d) and [13] has a round complex-
ity O(d + n), where d is the depth of circuit size and in case of ranking
functionality d = Ω(log n)1. All these results are evaluated in the broad-
cast channel. The currently most communication efficient and maliciously
secure multi-party computation protocol is due to Hirt and Maurer [11],
whose communication complexity is O((mn2 +nIn

4 +non+n4)k) (in the
pairwise channel), where m is the number of multiplication gates in the
circuit, nI and no are the number of inputs and outputs respectively. Ap-
plying to the ranking functionality, it implies a solution of communication
complexity O(kn5). However, their protocol has a very high round com-
plexity O(n2). Note a broadcast channel with communication complexity
O(n2) and round complexity O(n) can be constructed [10]. Therefore,
no maliciously secure protocol for the ranking problem has previously
achieved a result equivalent to a constant round with communication
complexity O(kn3) in the broadcast channel.

1.2 Contribution

In this work, we construct an efficient n-party ranking protocol. Our pro-
tocol has a constant round complexity. Assume k is the security param-
eter and each party Pi has an input mi ∈ {1, · · · , N}. Then our protocol
has a communication complexity O(kn2(n+N)). Therefore, if N = O(n)
which is the typical case, the communication complexity is O(kn3). Thus,
our protocol is efficient in both communication complexity and round
complexity. In addition, we prove that our construction is secure in the
non-adaptive malicious model.

1 This easily follows from two facts: (1) the circuit is acyclic and each node has at
most two inputs; (2) the circuit size for ranking is trivially lower bounded by Ω(n).



This work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the security
model. Section 3 introduces a building block: a zero sharing protocol.
Section 4 introduces our ranking protocol containing some sub ideal func-
tionalities and its security analysis. Section 5 considers how to realize the
sub ideal functionalities and obtain a full functional ranking protocol.

2 Security Model

In this section, we introduce the security model for non-adaptive ma-
licious adversary. In this model, we first have an ideal process in the
non-adaptive malicious model, where the computation is achieved via a
trusted third party. Then, we turn to the maliciously real process, which
is a model for the execution of the real protocol. Finally, a protocol is
said to be secure if the real process and ideal process essentially have an
identical performance.

Ideal Process. We consider the ideal process w.r.t. a non-adaptive
malicious adversary S. Let f be an ideal functionality and F be a trusted
third party. Let P1, · · · , Pn be n parties involved in the execution. S has an
arbitrary auxiliary input z and Pi has an input xi ∈ D. Before the protocol
starts, S can select a set of parties Φ ⊂ {P1, · · · , Pn} for corruption. As
a result, all the inputs of these parties are provided to S. In addition,
their future actions are fully taken by S. After the protocol starts, the
execution is described as follows.

• Upon input xi, an uncorrupted Pi forwards it to F . Upon receiving
an output from F , Pi outputs it directly.

• S can change the input xi of a corrupted party Pi to x′i ∈ D ∪ {⊥},
and sends x′i to F .

• Upon receiving x′1, x
′
2, · · · , x′n from all parties (x′i = xi for an uncor-

rupted Pi), F may ask S for a message. Then, he follows f to compute
output (o1, o2, · · · , on) from (x′1, · · · , x′n) and the response from S (if
any). By default, if some x′i =⊥, then o1 = · · · = on =⊥ . Finally, F
asks S to deliver oi to Pi.

• S can deliver oi or ⊥ for an uncorrupted Pi. In any case, the secret
part of oi will be kept invisible from S. Finally, S can output whatever
he wishes.

Let r0 and rS be the random input of F and S, respectively. The joint
execution in the ideal process, denoted by IDEALF ,S(z)(x; r0, rS), is a
concatenation of the outputs for uncorrupted parties as well as the ad-
versary S. Later we will use random variable IDEALF ,S(z)(x) to denote



IDEALF ,S(z)(x; r0, rS) with random input r0 and rS .

Real Process. Let Γ be a protocol to realize a functionality f . Let
P1, · · · , Pn be n parties involved in the execution. Let A is a PPT adver-
sary with an auxiliary input z. Before the protocol starts, A specifies a
set of parties Φ ⊂ {P1, · · · , Pn} for corruption. As in the ideal process,
once a party is corrupted, his secret input is provided to A. In addition,
his future action is fully taken by A. After the protocol starts, the real
process is described as follows.

• Upon input xi, an uncorrupted Pi exactly follows the protocol Γ to
answer the incoming message and generates its output oi.

• The action for each corrupted Pi is fully taken by A.

In addition, we assume the channel is authenticated with a guaranteed
delivery. That is, for any message M from an uncorrupted Pi, A must de-
liver M to the specified receiver without any change. Let rA, ri, (Pi 6∈ Φ)
are the random input for A and Pi, respectively. oA, oi, (Pi 6∈ Φ) are the
outputs for A, Pi, respectively. Similar to the ideal process, we can define
the joint execution, denoted by REALΓ,A(z)(x; rA, {ri : Pi 6∈ Φ}), to be
a concatenation of outputs for uncorrupted parties and the output of A.
We use REALΓ,A(z)(x) to denote the variable of the joint execution with
uniform random input.

Definition 1. Let Γ be an n-party protocol to implement a functional-
ity f . Γ is said to be secure in a malicious but non-adaptive model if for
any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A in this model there exists
an expected polynomial-time ideal adversary S such that

{
IDEALf,S(z)(x)

}
z,x

c≡
{

REALΓ,A(z)(x)
}

z,x
,

where
c≡ means computational indistinguishability, z is auxiliary input

and x = (x1, · · · , xn) is the input vector for parties.

3 A Zero-Sharing Protocol

In our ranking protocol (Section 4), rank rj is computed by pair-wise
comparing mj with other mi and then summarizing the results. In order
not to leak the comparison bit (mi < mj), we employ a blinding tech-
nique such that all blinding values (for a fixed i) collectively constitute
a random sharing of zero. The zero-sharing protocol is constructed in



this section, which will be introduced now. Formally, we propose a pro-
tocol for functionality F0 : (1κ, · · · , 1κ) 7→ 〈f1(x), · · · , fn(x)〉, where fi(x)
is uniformly at random from Zq[x] of degree at most n − 1 such that∑n

i=1 fi(x) = 0. In the ideal process, the adversary is allowed to choose
fi(x) for corrupted parties. Our zero-sharing protocol is presented in Ta-
ble 1, where p, q are primes with p = 2q + 1, and g, h ∈ Z∗p have an order
of q. Let R2dl = {(gy1hy2 , (y1, y2)) : y1, y2 ∈ Zq}. The protocol employs a
multi-party functionality Fm2dl for each party to prove the knowledge of
his commitment. Fm2dl is defined as follows.

Definition 2. (Multi-party Functionality: Fm2dl)
Fm2dl does the following with parties P1, · · · , Pn and adversary S, and is
parameterized by relation R2dl.

• Upon (Fjt, (fjt, f
′
jt))

n
t=1 from each Pj, Fm2dl checks if (Fjt, (fjt, f

′
jt)) ∈

R2dl. If it holds for all j and t, Fm2dl sends message ok to P1, · · · , Pn

and S; otherwise, it does nothing.

After the protocol execution, Pi can compute uij = fi(j), for each
j = 1, · · · , n. All parties can compute Uij = guijhu′ij , where u′ij = f ′i(j).
Note the sharing scheme has a property that for each j,

∑
i uij = 0. That

is why we call it a zero-sharing protocol. In our ranking protocol (Section
4), uij will be used to blind the bit (mi < mj). The completeness of
ranking will be guaranteed by the fact

∑
i uij = 0.

Lemma 1. Our zero-sharing protocol securely realizes F0. Specifically, if
Φ is the set of corrupted parties with |Φ| ≤ n − 1, then fi(x) for uncor-
rupted Pi is uniformly at random in F [x] with degree at most n− 1 such
that the only constraint is

∑
Pi 6∈Φ fi(x) = −∑

Pi∈Φ fi(x). In addition,

{uij}i6∈Φ,1≤j≤n is uniform at random in Z
n×(n−|Φ|)
q with only constraint∑

i∈Φ uij = −∑
i6∈Φ uij , for each j = 1, · · · , n.

Proof. We now show that for any PPT real process adversary A, there
exists an expected polynomial-time ideal process adversary S such that
the two executions are indistinguishable. S first prepares p = 2q + 1, g,
and computes h = ga, for a ← Zq. Then he runs A with p, g, h. In turn,
he will receive a set Φ for corruption. Then he corrupts Φ in the ideal
process. For simplicity, we use Pi to represent a party in the internal
simulation and P̃i the party in the external ideal process. S follows the
real protocol execution to interact with A for Step one and Step two, at
the end of which he will obtain fj(x) for each uncorrupted Pj . In Step
three, upon (Fjt, (fjt, f

′
jt)) from each corrupted Pj (controlled by A), S



Params: p = 2q + 1, g, h;
Output: fi(x) ∈ Zq[x] for each Pi, i = 1, · · · , n.

1. For each j = 1, · · · , n, Pi takes fij(x) =
∑n−1

t=0 fijtx
t, f ′ij(x) =

∑n−1
t=0 f ′ijtx

t ∈
Zq[x] randomly such that

∑
j fij(x) = 0 and

∑
j f ′ij(x) = 0. Then he computes

Fijt = gfijthf ′ijt . He privately sends (fij(x), f ′ij(x)) to Pj , and makes Fijt public.

2. Pj verifies if
∏n

l=1 Filt = 1 and if Fijt = gfijthf ′ijt for all i, t. If the verification
fails, Pj broadcasts a complaint toward unsuccessful Pi. Pi tries to resolve it
by making (fij(x), f ′ij(x)) public. If the complaint still remains unresolved, by
default set (fij(x), f ′ij(x)) = (0, 0) for all j. Pj computes fj(x) =

∑n
i=1 fij(x),

f ′j(x) =
∑n

i=1 f ′ij(x).
3. Fm2dl is invoked such that Pj proves (Fjt, (fjt, f

′
jt)) ∈ R2dl for all t, where

Fjt =
∏n

i=1 Fijt, fj(x) :=
∑n−1

t=0 fitx
t, f ′j(x) :=

∑n−1
t=0 f ′itx

t. If ok is received, Pi

accepts and outputs (fi(x), f ′i(x)); otherwise, he outputs ⊥.

Table 1. An Efficient Zero Sharing Protocol Zero-Sharing(n)

verifies if (Fjt, (fjt, f
′
jt)) ∈ R2dl. If yes, S sends message ok back to A2

and in the ideal process he sends fjt for corrupted P̃j to F0. When F0

asks him to deliver the messages, he does it faithfully. On the other hand,
if the verification fails, S sends ⊥ for corrupted party P̃j to F0 (note if
no party is corrupted, ok must occur). Finally, S outputs whatever A
does. The difference between this simulated execution and real execution
is that the outputs for uncorrupted parties might be different. In order
to be consistent with the ideal process, the output for an uncorrupted
Pi in the internal simulation is supposed to output f̃j(x), where f̃j(x) is
the polynomial sent to P̃j from the ideal functionality (but invisible to
S). However, in the simulated execution, the output fj(x) of Pj might be
different from f̃j(x). However, this is not a problem as given the adversary
view in the simulated system, we can consistently reformulate the output
of Pj to f̃j(x). Indeed, take a fixed party Pr 6∈ Φ, reformulate frj(x) to
f̃rj(x) = frj(x)+ f̃j(x)−fj(x) and f ′rj(x) to f̃ ′rj(x) = f ′rj(x)−a−1(f̃j(x)−
fj(x)), for each other Pj 6∈ Φ. After the reformulation, adversary view does
not change. However, the distribution of the reformulated simulation is
exactly according to the real protocol since for each j = 1, · · · , n

f̃rj(x) +
∑

i6=r fij(x) = f̃j(x)− fj(x) +
∑n

i=1 fij(x) = f̃j(x),
f̃ ′rj(x) +

∑
i6=r f ′ij(x) = f̃ ′j(x)− f ′j(x) +

∑n
i=1 f ′ij(x) = f̃ ′j(x).

2 Note in this case we must have
∑

j fjt =
∑

j f ′jt = 0; otherwise, the adversary can

be transformed to break Discrete Log problem as 1 =
∏

j Fjt = g
∑

j fjth
∑

j f ′jt



Thus, our protocol realizes the functionality F0. The second statement is
immediate from the first statement. ut

4 Our Hybrid Ranking Protocol

In this section, we introduce our cryptographic ranking protocol in the
hybrid model, see Table 2. Let p, q be large primes with p = 2q + 1. Let
g, h, σ, z1 be random elements in z∗p of order q. These parameters are setup
by a trusted third party. Before the ranking protocol, we assume that all
parties have jointly run a zero sharing protocol. Consequently, each Pi has
the secret output fi(x), f ′i(x) and public output Fjt for all j and t. Let
Uij =

∏n−1
t=0 F jt

it (publicly computable), uij = fi(j), u′ij = f ′i(j) (known

to Pi). Then, Uij = guijhu′ij . As mentioned before, uij will be used in
the ranking protocol to blind the bit (mj < mi). Our ranking protocol is
divided into two phases: input commitment and rank computation.

In the input commitment phase, we first encode mi ∈ {1, · · · , N} as
a N -tuple (0, · · · , 0, 1, 1, · · · , 1), where ′1′ starts at the (mi + 1)th com-
ponent. Next, each Pi commits to the encoded N -tuple of mi: Bi1 =
hxi1 , · · · , Bi(mi) = hxi(mi) , Bi(mi+1) = σhxi(mi+1) , · · · , BiN = σhxiN . Then,
we ask each Pj to prove the knowledge of the commitment. Let B′

it =
Bi(t+1)B

−1
it , 1 ≤ t ≤ N , where Bi(N+1) = σ by default. Then, it suffices

to prove: Bi1 is commitment of bit 0, B′
it is a commitment of either 0 or

1, for each t. Indeed, once this is done, the digital committed in Bit is no
more than that in Bi(t+1). Since Bi1 is a commitment of 0 and Bi(N+1)

is a commitment of 1, the tuple committed in {Bit}N+1
t=1 must start with

a sequence of ′0′, followed by a sequence of ′1′. Thus, the proof task
can be formalized as an ideal functionality Fmor+ below, where relations
Rdl = {(hx, x) : x ∈ Zq} and Ror = Rdl ∪ {(σhx, x) : x ∈ Zq}. In the
protocol, Fmor+ is invoked in which each Pi proves (B′

it, x
′
it) ∈ Ror for all

t and (Bi1, xi1) ∈ Rdl.

Definition 3. (Multi-party Functionality: Fmor+)
Fmor+ does the following, running P1, · · · , Pn and S, and parameterized
by relations Ror and Rdl.

• Upon receiving (Bi1, xi1) and {(B′
it, x

′
it)}N

t=1 from each Pi, Fmor+ ver-
ifies if (B′

it, x
′
it) ∈ Ror and (Bi1, xi1) ∈ Rdl. It holds for all i and

t, Fmor+ sends message ok to P1, · · · , Pn and S; otherwise, it does
nothing.



If Fmor+ does not send ok, each Pi aborts; otherwise, he is ready for
phase two.

In the rank computation stage, each Pi essentially uses an oblivious
transfer to send a blinded comparison bit (mi < mj) to Pj . To do this, he
does a fresh commitment to mi using {Bijt}N

t=1, and then computes Dijt =
(Bjσ

−t)xijtz
uij

1 = hyjxijtz
uij

1 × σ(mj−t)xijt . Then Pi sends {Bijt|Dijt}N
t=1

to Pj . If Pj computed this message honestly, then Dij(mj) = hxijtyjz
uij

1 .

Thus, Pj can compute ξi = Bij(mj) · D
−1/yj

ij(mj)
= σδijz

−uij/yj

1 , where δij

is the bit (mi < mj). Note
∑

i δij = rj − 1 and
∑

i uij = 0. We have∏n
i=1 ξi = σrj−1. Finally, Pj can obtain rj by trial. So what is left is for

Pi to prove that {Bijt|Dijt}N
t=1 is computed appropriately. To do this,

define

Rrc =
{(
{At||Ãt||Dt}N

1 ||U ||∆, {xt||x̃t}N
1 ||u||u′

)
: ÃtA

−1
t = hx̃t−xt ,

(At, xt) ∈ Ror, Dt = (∆ · σ−t)x̃tzu
1 , U = guhu′ ,

∆ ∈ Gq, xt, x̃t, u, u′ ∈ Zq}.

This relation is motivated by

({Bit||Bijt||Dijt}N
1 ||Uij ||Bj , {xt||xijt}N

1 ||uij ||u′ij
) ∈ Rrc,

which implies {Bijt|Dijt}N
t=1 is computed appropriately. In the protocol,

an ideal functionality Fmrc below is invoked for this purpose. This com-
pletes the description of our protocol.

Definition 4. (Multi-party Functionality: Fmrc)
Fmrc does the following, running P1, · · · , Pn and S, and parameterized by
Rrc, σ and z1.

• Upon input

({Bit||Bijt||Dijt}N
1 ||Uij ||Bj , {xit||xijt}N

1 ||uij |u′ij
)

from Pi, Fmrc checks it is consistent w.r.t. Rrc. If it holds, then Fmrc

sends message ok(Pi, Pj) to Pj and S; otherwise, it ignores the veri-
fication for (Pi, Pj).

Now we formally prove the security of our ranking protocol.

Theorem 1. Under the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption,
our hybrid ranking protocol is secure in the non-adaptive malicious model.



Params: p, g, σ, h, z1; Input: mi for Pi, i = 1, · · · , n.

PHASE ONE: Input Commitment.

1. Each Pi takes xit ← Zq, computes Bit =

{
hxit if 1 ≤ t ≤ mi,
σhxit if mi < t ≤ N

. Then Pi

broadcasts 〈Bi1, · · · , BiN 〉.
2. Let B′

it = Bi(t+1)B
−1
it for 1 ≤ t ≤ N , where by default Bi(N+1) = σ. Let

x′it = xi(t+1) − xit and xi(N+1) = 0. Fmor+ is invoked in which each Pi proves
(Bi1, xi1) ∈ Rdl and (B′

it, x
′
it) ∈ Ror for all t. If a message ok is not received

from Fmor+ , Pi aborts; otherwise, he is ready for Phase Two.
Let Bi = σN ·∏N

t=1 B−1
it = σmihyi , for yi = −∑N

t=1 xit. Pi keeps yi secret.

PHASE TWO: Rank Computation.

1. Pi prepares the outgoing message to Pj as follows.

- Pi takes xijt ← Zq, set Bijt =

{
hxijt if 1 ≤ t ≤ mi,
σhxijt if mi < t ≤ N

. In other words, Pi

commits to mi again.
- Pi computes Dijt = (Bj · σ−t)xijt · zuij

1 , sends {Dijt}N
t=1 to Pj .

2. Fmrc is invoked in which each Pi proves(
{Bit||Bijt||Dijt}N

t=1 ||Uij ||Bj , {xit||xijt}N
t=1 ||uij ||u′ij

)
∈ Rrc to Pj .

3. Receiving ok(Pi, Pj) for all i, Pj computes ξi = Bij(mj) · D−1/yj

ij(mj). Finally, he

derives ξ =
∏N

i=1 ξi = σrj−1 and obtains rj by trial.

Table 2. Our Hybrid Ranking Protocol

Proof. We show that for any PPT real process adversary A, there exists
an expected polynomial-time ideal process adversary S such that the joint
executions in the two processes are indistinguishable. S internally runs
the simulated real process with A, playing the uncorrupted parties. At
the same time, he is externally involved in the ideal process execution, on
behalf of corrupted party P̃i ∈ Φ. The code of S is described as below.

• S first gets the input mi for each P̃i ∈ Φ, and provides to A as the
input for Pi. He prepares p, g, h, σ = ha for a ← Zq and runs A with
it.

• S plays the role of uncorrupted Pi to compute Bit = hx∗it , where
x∗it ← Zq, 1 ≤ t ≤ N. Note that S does not know the real input mi.
Thus, he is unable to do a real commitment to mi. Then, S simulates
the ideal functionality Fmor+ . If all the inputs from corrupted par-
ties (controlled by A) have been successfully verified, S (simulating
Fmor+) sends ok to A; otherwise, he does nothing.



• S calculates m̃i from the input to Fmor+ for corrupted Pi. He then
externally sends m̃i for P̃i to F0. And in turn, he obtains the corre-
sponding ri. He then chooses arbitrary m̃j for uncorrupted Pj such
that each m̃i for corrupted Pi has a rank ri among (m̃1, · · · , m̃n). Then
for uncorrupted Pj , he defines xjt = x∗jt if t ≤ m̃j ; xjt = x∗jt − a if
m̃j < t ≤ N. Under this formulation, {Bit}N

1 is an encoding of m̃i as
computed in Step 1 of Phase One.

• In Phase Two, S faithfully interacts withA by simulating Fmrc and all
uncorrupted Pi with {xit}N

1 . In the external execution (ideal process),
S delivers rj to uncorrupted P̃j if and only if ok(Pi, Pj) for all i has
been computed in the internal execution for all corrupted Pi. Finally,
S outputs whatever A does.

The view of A is different from the real process: for uncorrupted Pi,
(1) Input commitment is dummy instead of a commitment of mi; (2) m̃i

is not equal to mi for uncorrupted Pi. In the remaining part, we show
this modification does change the distribution of A’s view.

Let the simulated game be Γ . Consider the mental game Γ1 of Γ ,
where the only difference is that for uncorrupted Pi, the input commit-
ment is for m̃i instead of first being dummy and reformulating later. The
view of A under this change is identically distributed in Γ , as x∗it in Γ is
uniformly at random (thus xit obtained in the reformation is random) in
Zq.

Now we will show that the adversary view in Γ1 and the variant of
Γ1, where m̃i for uncorrupted Pi is replaced by mi, is indistinguishable.
We achieve this via a sequence of game techniques.

First we modify Γ1 to Γ2 such that in Phase Two, for each uncorrupted
Pi, Dijt = hyjxijt · βm̃j−t

ijt · zuij

1 , where βijt ← Gq. Note if βijt = σxijt ,
then Γ2 becomes Γ1. We show that the execution in these two games are
indistinguishable. If this were not true, we construct an adversary B2 to
break DDH assumption. Given (h, σ, α, β) (either DH tuple or random
tuple), B2 takes (σ, αljt, βljt) ← Rud0(h, σ, α, β), 1 ≤ t ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
for each uncorrupted Pl (algorithm Rud is presented in Appendix A).
He then follows Γ1 (and Γ2) for input commitment stage. In the second
phase, he follows the simulator S in Γ2, except that for uncorrupted Pi,

hxijt in defining Bijt is taken as αijt and that Dijt = α
yj

ijt · β
m̃j−t
ijt · zuij

1 .
Finally, B2 feeds the execution output to the distinguisher and outputs
whatever he does. Note if (h, σ, α, β) is DH tuple, then the simulated game
by B2 is distributed as in Γ1; otherwise, it is distributed according to Γ2.



Thus, the distinguishability between Γ1 and Γ2 implies the non-negligible
advantage of B2, a contradiction to DDH assumption.

We modify Γ2 to Γ3 such that in Phase Two, for any uncorrupted pair
Pi and Pj , Dijt = γijt ·βm̃j−t

ijt ·zuij

1 for γijt ← Gq (instead of γijt = hyjxijt).
We show the execution in Γ2 and Γ3 is indistinguishable; otherwise, con-
sider a DDH breaker B3. Upon receiving input (h, µ, ν, γ), B3 first takes
(µj , νj , γj) ← Rud1(h, µ, ν, γ) (See Appendix A for details) for each un-
corrupted Pj and then further takes (µj , νijt, γijt) ← Rud0(h, µj , νj , γj)
for 1 ≤ t ≤ N and each uncorrupted Pi. He follows the simulation in Γ2 for
input commitment except that hxjN is computed as µj ·

∏N−1
t=1 h−xjt . Note

this simulation is distributed identically as in Γ2 (and Γ3) as µj is uniform
in Gq. In Phase Two, B3 follows the simulation in Γ3, except that for any
uncorrupted pair Pi, Pj , (1) hxijt in computing Bijt is defined to be νijt;
(2) Dijt = γijt ·βm̃j−t

ijt · zuij

1 , where βijt ← Gq as in Γ2 and γijt is the value
just derived from Rud. By the property of Rud algorithm, if (h, µ, ν, γ)
is a DH tuple, then the simulated game is identically distributed as Γ2;
otherwise, it is according to Γ3. Thus, the distinguishablity between Γ2

and Γ3 implies the distinguishability of DDH, contradiction.
Consider the mental game Γ4, a variant of Γ3 while m̃i is replaced by

mi (registered by P̃i to the ideal functionality). We show that the views
of A between Γ3 and Γ4 are identically distributed. Otherwise, commit-
ments for {m̃i}Pi 6∈Φ and {mi}Pi 6∈Φ using the method in Step 1 can be
distinguished. However, this is impossible since the two set of commit-
ments have identical distribution. Here is details. Upon input {Bit}N

1 for
each uncorrupted Pi (either commit of mi or commitment of m̃i), a distin-
guisher B4 simulates Step 2 normally (as in Γ3). Phase Two is simulated
as follows.

- For each uncorrupted Pi, Bijt = Bit · h∆ijt for each j, t, where ∆ijt ←
Zq.

- For each uncorrupted Pi and corrupted Pj , take Dijt ← Gq for t 6= m̃j .
Fix Pi0 6∈ Φ. Take Di0j(m̃j) = B

yj

i0j(m̃j)
· σ−Rjyj · zuij

1 , where Rj = ]{i :

Pi 6∈ Φ,mi ≥ m̃j}. For i 6= i0, take Dij(m̃j) = B
yj

ij(m̃j)
· zuij

1 . Note

yj = −∑N
t=1 xjt and xjt is obtained from the input to functionality

Fmor+ by A in Phase One.
- For uncorrupted Pi and Pj , take Dijt ← Gq.

Now we claim that no matter the input to the simulator is commit-
ment of {m̃i} or {mi}, the above simulation is consistent with Γ4. It
suffices to show that Dij(m̃j) for uncorrupted Pi and corrupted Pj is ac-
cording to Γ4. Notice for corrupted Pj , m̃j is ranked rj for both cases



{mi}Pi 6∈Φ and {m̃i}Pi 6∈Φ, it follows that ]{i : Pi 6∈ Φ,mi ≥ m̃j} = ]{i :
Pi 6∈ Φ, m̃i ≥ m̃j}. Thus, we only need to consider the case, where for
uncorrupted Pi, {Bit}N

1 is a commitment of m̃i. Our key point is that for
any j, {uij : Pi 6∈ Φ} are uniform in Zq with only constraint

∑
Pi 6∈Φ uij =

−∑
Pi∈Φ uij (by Lemma 1). Note that Bijt = σδithxijt , where δit is the

bit (m̃i < t). Thus, in the simulation, Di0jm̃j = h
yjxi0jm̃j × σ

yjδi0m̃j ·
σ−yjRj · zui0j

1 ; for other uncorrupted Pi, Dijm̃j = h
yjxijm̃j × σ

yjδim̃j · zuij

1 .
Note that σ−Rj

∏
Pi 6∈Φ σ

δim̃j · zuij

1 =
∏

Pi 6∈Φ z
uij

1 . Let ũi0j = ui0j − (Rj −
δi0m̃j )yj logz1

σ, and ũij = uij+δim̃j logz1
σ for other uncorrupted Pi. Note

that
∑

Pi 6∈Φ ũij =
∑

Pi 6∈Φ uij , we have that {ũij}Pi 6∈Φ can be regarded as
another feasible assignment for {uij}Pi 6∈Φ. Furthermore, {ũij}Pi 6∈Φ is ac-
cording to the real distribution since {uij}Pi 6∈Φ is uniform at random with
the only constraint on their additive sum. Therefore, the simulation is ac-
tually distributed as in Γ4. Our claim follows.

Furthermore, notice adversary view in Γ1, · · · , Γ4 when m̃i = mi for
all uncorrupted Pi is still indistinguishable. On the other hand adversary
view in Γ1 with m̃i = mi for all uncorrupted Pi is according to the real
execution. Thus, the execution of ideal process by S is indistinguishable
from the execution of the real process by A. ¥

5 Full Ranking Protocol

Cramer et al. [3] demonstrates a transformation which, given any
∑

-
protocol, outputs a secure 3-round multi-party (parallel)

∑
-protocol. In

this section, we realize our building functionalities Fm2dl,Fmor+ ,Fmrc

using their transformation. Then a full ranking protocol can be obtained
by (sequentially) composing these realizations with the hybrid protocol
in the last section. We start with the notion of

∑
-protocol.

5.1
∑

-Protocol

Let R be a binary relation consisting of pair (x,w), where x is a public
string and w is a witness of polynomial length. Consider a 3-round proof of
knowledge protocol for (x, w) ∈ R, where x is the common input and w is
the private input for the prover. The prover starts with a message a. The
verifier responds with a challenge e. Finally, the prover responds with a
finishing message z. Then the verifier accepts if and only if ver(a, e, z, x) =
1 for a public algorithm ver. Such an interactive proof system is said to
be a

∑
-protocol if it satisfies the following.



• Completeness. If the prover is given a private input w such that
(x,w) ∈ R, then the verifier always accepts.

• Special Honest Verifier Zero-knowledge. For any e, one can
efficiently compute (a, e, z) such that (a, e, z) is according to the real
distribution with a fixed e.

• Witness Extraction. For a fixed x, one can efficiently extract
witness w from any two accepting transcripts (a, e, z) and (a, e′, z′)
with e′ 6= e.

Useful Examples. The protocols in Appendix B are
∑

-protocols πdl,
π2dl, πor, and πrc for relations Rdl, R2dl, Ror and Rrc respectively. These
examples will soon be applied to realize our building functionalities.

5.2 Secure Multi-Party
∑

-Protocol

Let R1, · · · , Rv be v binary relations. Assume n parties P1, · · · , Pn. Let
Λ = (Λ1, · · · , Λn), where Λi is a collection of numbers from {1, · · · , v}
with replacement (i.e., taking two identical numbers is allowed). Let xi,j ,
for j ∈ Λi and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be the common input for all parties. Suppose
FΛ be an n-party functionality in which each Pi proves the knowledge of
witness wij s.t. (xij , wij) ∈ Rj , for each j ∈ Λi. The following has been
established by Cramer et al. [3] (Section 6.3 in their paper).

Lemma 2. Let R1, · · · , Rv be v binary relations. Let πi be a
∑

-protocol
for relation Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ v. Then there exists a 3-round multi-party pro-
tocol πΛ realizing FΛ. In addition, if πi (1 ≤ i ≤ v) has a communication
complexity upper bounded by O(K), then the communication complexity
of πΛ is upper bounded by O(K

∑n
i=1 |Λi|).

Now we are ready to realize Fm2dl,Fmor+ ,Fmrc. From Lemma 2, we
we can easily conclude the following result.

Corollary 1. There exists a 3-round multi-party protocol πm2dl (resp.
πmor+ , πmrc) realizing the ideal functionality Fm2dl (resp. Fmor+ ,Fmrc).
Furthermore, the communication complexity of πm2dl (resp. πmor+, πmrc)
is O(n2k) (resp. O(nNk), O(nNk)), where k is the security parameter
(i.e., the length of p).

Proof. In Fm2dl, each Pi proves the knowledge of witness for n in-
stances w.r.t R2dl. In Fmor+ , each Pi proves the knowledge of witness
of N instances w.r.t. Ror and one instance w.r.t. Rdl. In Fmrc, each
Pi proves the knowledge of witness of one instance w.r.t. Rrc. On the
other hand, πdl, π2dl, πor and πrc are

∑
-protocols for Rdl, R2dl, Ror and



Rrc respectively. Thus, the first part follows from Lemma 2. The second
part follows since πdl, π2dl, πor and πrc have communication complexity
O(k), O(k), O(k), O(Nk), respectively. ¥

5.3 Full Ranking Protocol

Now we are ready to state our full ranking protocol. Let FulRank be the
ranking protocol in the last section but functionalities Fm2dl, Fmor+ ,Fmrc

are replaced by πm2dl, πmor+ , πmrc respectively.

Theorem 2. Protocol FulRank realizes the ranking functionality in the
non-adaptive but malicious model. In addition, FulRank has a constant
round complexity and a communication complexity O(n2k(N + n)).

Proof. Since FulRank is obtained from the hybrid protocol via se-
quential compositions, the security follows. It has a constant round com-
plexity since the hybrid protocol, and πm2dl, πmor+ , πmrc all are constant
round. Since the zero-sharing protocol has the communication complex-
ity O(n3k) and the main ranking part has O(n2Nk), it follows that the
whole protocol has O(n2k(N + n)). ¥
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Appendix A Diffie-Hellman Self-reduction.

Now we introduce a self-reduction technique [1, 14]. Let p, q be two
large primes with p = 2q + 1; Gq be the subgroup of order q in Z∗p . And
g ∈ Gq \{1}. Thus, 〈g〉 = Gq. Given a bit x and a tuple (g, ga, gb, gc),
a self-reduction algorithm Rudx in [1, 14] can efficiently compute a new
triple (ga′ , gb′ , gc′) with the properties in Table 3.

Table 3. Properties of Output from Self-reduction Rudx

x = 0 x = 1

c = ab a′ = a & b′ random in Zq & c′ = a′b′ a′, b′ random in Zq & c′ = a′b′

c 6= ab a′ = a &b′, c′ random in Zq a′, b′, c′ random in Zq

For example, if the input is x = 0 and a tuple (g, ga, gb, gab), then
the output will be (ga, gb′ , gab′), where b′ is uniformly random in Zq. For
simplicity, we use (ga′ , gb′ , gc′) ← Rudx(g, ga, gb, gc) to denote a random
output of Rud with input x and (g, ga, gb, gc).

Appendix B

In our protocol,
∑

-protocols for Rdl, R2dl, Ror and Rrc are presented
in Tables 4, 5, 6, 7. All these protocols are not new. For example, Tables
6 [2] and Table 7 both are examples of the general OR protocol in [4].



Common Input: p = 2q + 1, h, X = hx.
Auxiliary Input: x for Prover.

1. Prover takes x′ ← Zq, computes X ′ = hx′ . Then he sends X ′ to Verifier.
2. Verifier takes e ← Zq and sends to Prover.
3. Prover computes r = ex + x′ and sends r to Verifier.
4. Verifier checks if hr = XeX ′. He accepts if the check is successful.

Table 4. The
∑

-Protocol πdl for relation Rdl

Common Input: p = 2q + 1, g, h, and S = gxhy.
Auxiliary Input: (x, y) for Prover.

1. Prover takes x′, y′ ← Zq, computes S′ = gx′hy′ and sends it to Verifier.
2. Verifier takes e ← Zq and sends back to Prover.
3. Prover computes r1 = ex + x′, r2 = ey + y′ and sends (r1, r2) to Verifier.
4. Verifier checks if SeS′ = gr1hr2 . The proof is accepted if the verification is

successful.

Table 5. The
∑

-Protocol π2dl for relation R2dl

Common Input: p = 2q + 1, h, σ, X = hx or σhx.
Auxiliary Input: x for Prover.

1. If X = hx, Prover takes w1, r2, c2 ← Zq, computes R1 = hw1 , R2 =
hr2(X/σ)−c2 .
If X = σhx, Prover takes w2, r1, c1 ← Zq, computes R1 = hr1X−c1 , R2 = hw2 .
Then he sends (R1, R2) to Verifier.

2. Verifier takes c ← Zq and sends back to Prover.
3. If X = hx, Prover computes c1 = c− c2, r1 = w1 + c1x.

If X = σhx, Prover computes c2 = c− c1, r2 = w2 + c2x.
Then he sends r1, r2, c1, c2 to Verifier.

4. Verifier checks if c1 + c2 = c, hr1 = R1 ·Xc1 , hr2 = R2 · (X/σ)c2 . He accepts
if the verification is successful.

Table 6. The
∑

-Protocol πor for relation Ror



Common Input: p = 2q + 1, g, h, σ, z1, {Bt||B̃t||Dt}N
t=1||U ||B

Auxiliary Input: {xt||x̃t}N
t=1||u||u′ for Prover.

1. If Bt = hxt , Prover takes x∗t1, u
∗
t1, u

′∗
t1, rt2, r̃t2, st2, s

′
t2, et2 ← Zq, computes

B∗
t1 = hx∗t1 , B∗

t2 = hrt2(Bt/σ)−et2 ,

B̃∗
t1 = hx̃∗t1 , B̃∗

t2 = hr̃t2(B̃t/σ)−et2 ,

D∗
t1 = (Bσ−t)x̃∗t1z

u∗t1
1 , D∗

t2 = (Bσ−t)r̃t2zst2
1 D−et2

t ,

U∗t1 = gu∗t1hu′∗t1 , U∗t2 = gst2hs′t2U−et2 .

If Bt = σhxt , Prover takes x∗t2, u
∗
t2, u

′∗
t2, rt1, r̃t1, st1, s

′
t1, et1 ← Zq, computes

B∗
t1 = hrt1B−et1

t , B∗
t2 = hx∗t2 ,

B̃∗
t1 = hr̃t1B̃−et1

t , B̃∗
t2 = hx̃∗t2 ,

D∗
t1 = (Bσ−t)r̃t1zst1

1 D−et1
t , D∗

t2 = (Bσ−t)x̃∗t2z
u∗t2
1 ,

U∗t1 = gst1hs′t1U−et1 , U∗t2 = gu∗t2hu′∗t2 .

Then he sends {B∗
t1||B∗

t2, B̃∗
t1||B̃∗

t2, D∗
t1||D∗

t2, U∗t1||U∗t2}N
1 to Verifier.

2. Verifier takes e ← Zq and sends back to Prover.
3. If Bt = hxt , Prover computes et1 = e− et2, rt1 = x∗t1 + et1xt, r̃t1 = x̃∗t1 + et1x̃t,

st1 = u∗t1 + et1u, s′t1 = u′∗t1 + et1u
′.

If Bt = σhxt , Prover computes et2 = e− et1, rt2 = x∗t2 + et2xt, r̃t2 = x̃∗t2 + et2x̃t,
st2 = u∗t2 + et2u, s′t2 = u′∗t2 + et2u

′.
Then he sends {rt1||rt2, r̃t1||r̃t2, st1||st2, s

′
t1||s′t2, et1, et2}N

1 to Verifier.
4. Verifier checks if et1 + et2 = e, and if the following for all t:

hrt1 = B∗
t1B

et1
t , hrt2 = B∗

t2(Bt/σ)et2 ,

hr̃t1 = B̃∗
t1B̃

et1
t , hr̃t2 = B̃∗

t2(B̃t/σ)et2 ,
(Bσ−t)r̃t1zst1

1 = D∗
t1D

et1
t , (Bσ−t)r̃t2zst2

1 = D∗
t2D

et2
t ,

gst1hs′t1 = U∗t1U
et1 , gst2hs′t2 = U∗t2U

et2 .

He accepts if the verification is successful.

Notation: Bt = hxt and B̃t = hx̃t , or, Bt = σhxt and B̃t = σhx̃t ; U = guhu′ ;
Dt = (Bσ−t)x̃tzu

1 .

Table 7. The
∑

-protocol πrc for relation Rrc


